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It is well known that the monoid D(A) of the divisorial deals of an 
integral domain A is a group if and only if A is completely integrally c osed. 
In this case, one may also define the class group of A, C(A) = D(A)/P(A), 
where P(A) is the subgoup of principal ideals of A. The group C(A) some- 
times gives good information about A; for example, if A is a Krull domain, 
C(A) = 0 if and only if A is a unique factorization d main [9, 
Proposition 6.11. 
In [6, 71, the class group C(A) is defined also for a noncompletely 
integrally c osed omain A as C(A) = T(A)/P(A), where 7’(A) is the group 
of t-invertible t-ideals of A (see the definition n Sect. 1). 
The aim of this paper is to study the r-invertible t-ideals and the class 
group of a Mori domain. We recall that a Mori domain is a domain such 
that the ascending chain condition holds in the set of integral divisorial 
ideals. Noetherian domains are Mori domains and a Mori domain is a 
Krull domain if and only if it is completely integrally c osed [9, Sect. 33. 
From this point of view, we begin by observing that in a Mori domain A 
the t-ideals are exactly the divisorial deals (Proposition (1.1)); so that 
T(A) is the group of the invertible e ments of D(A), i.e., the u-invertible 
ideals of A. 
Since in a Mori domain A a v-invertible divisorial prime is maximal 
divisorial (Proposition (1.3)), a complete characterization of u-invertible 
divisorial primes is found early on: they are the maximal divisorial 
primes P such that A, is a DVR (Corollary (1.4)). Also, we can give a 
characterization of a certain class of u-invertible divisorial deals interms of 
these primes, generalizing some well-known results for Krull domains 
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(Proposition (1.7)). Inparticular for the integral divisorial deals of this 
class, we get a primary (unique) decomposition i terms of symbolic 
powers of u-invertible divisorial primes (Corollary (1.8)). A charac- 
terization of any u-invertible divisorial deal of a Mori domain is given in 
Proposition (1.10). 
The main result in Section 2 is Theorem (2.6), describing the group of 
u-invertible divisorial deals of a Mori domain as direct sum of u-invertible 
divisorial deals of the rings entering into the ‘canonical decomposition’ f 
A given in [S, Theorem (3.3)]. 
Finally, we give some information on the class group of a Mori domain 
and some results under various finiteness hypotheses onthe set of maximal 
divisorial deals. We show, for example, that if a Mori domain A has a 
finite number of maximal divisorial ideals, then A is semilocal and 
C(A) = 0 (Proposition (2.9) and Corollary (2.12)(a)). 
Throughout, A is an integral domain and K is its quotient field. Any 
unexplained terminlogy isstandard, asin [lo]. 
We would like to thank Marco Fontana for several interesting conver- 
sations on the arguments discussed inthis paper. 
1. U-INVERTIBLE DIVISORIAL IDEALS OF A MORI DOMAIN 
If I is a fractional ideal of A, set as usual I, := (A :(A:Z)) and 
I, := lJ {JU} where J ranges over the set of the finitely generated i eals of A 
contained inI. Z is diuisorial if I= I,, and Z is a t-ideal ifZ= I,. Zis u-finite f 
Z = J,. , where J c Z is a finitely generated fractional ideal of A. 
Let D(A) be the set of the divisorial fractional ideals of A. D(A) is a 
monoid with respect tothe composition law Z*.Z= (I.&. A divisorial deal 
Z is v-invertible f it is a unit in D(A), that is if (Z(A :I)), = A. 
A t-ideal Z is t-invertible if (Z(A :I)), = A. We denote by T(A) the group of 
the t-invertible t-ideals of A. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a A4ori domain and let Z be a fractional 
ideal of A, then I, = I,. In particular Z isv-invertible f andonly ifZ is t-inver- 
tible. 
Proof. It is trivial that I, cZ,. Conversely, since A is Mori, every 
divisorial deal is u-finite [ 13, Corollary 11. Thus I, c I,. i 
Hence if A is a Mori domain, T(A) is the subgroup of D(A) whose 
elements are the v-invertible divisorial deals of A. 
We want now to give a complete characterization of the u-invertible 
divisorial prime ideals of a Mori domain A. Let us denote by D,(A) the set 
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of the maximal divisorial deals of A, i.e., the integral ideals which are 
maximal with respect tobeing divisorial. 
We say that a fractional ideal Z of A is strong if (Z:Z) = (A :I) [4] and 
that Zis strongly divisorial f itis strong and divisorial [ 131. 
We recall the following result, given in [S]. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain, P E D,(A). Then the 
following conditions areequivalent: 
(a) P is v-invertible; 
(b) A, is a DVR; 
(c ) A, is a valuation domain; 
(d) P is not strong. 
Proof: See [S, Proposition (2.5)]. 1
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain. Zf P is a v-invertible 
divisorial prime ideal, then P E D,(A). 
Proof: Suppose P $ QED,(A). Since ht(Q) > 1, A, is not a DVR 
and Q is not v-invertible y Proposition (1.2). Thus (Q : Q) # A 
[lo, Proposition (34.2)]. Since (A:Q) c (P:P) [9, Lemma 3.73, we have 
A#(Q:Q)c(A:Q)c(P:P) and hence (P:P)#A. Therefore P is not 
v-invertible [ 10,Proposition (34.2)]. 1
(1.4) COROLLARY. Let A be a Mori domain, P a divisorial prime ideal of 
A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) P is v-invertible; 
(b) PE D,(A) and A, is a DVR; 
(c) PE D,(A) and P is not strong. 
If A is a Mori domain, set Y(A) := {P E D,,,(A); P is v-invertible) and 
Y(A) := {PE D,,,(A); P is strong}. As a consequence ofProposition (1.2), 
we have that D,(A) = Y(A) CJ Y(A). 
We say that a Mori domain is a strongly Mori domain if 9(A) = 0, that 
is if 9’(A) = D,(A) [S]. Hence A is a strongly Mori domain if and only if 
no divisorial prime ideal of A is v-invertible (Corollary (1.4)). 
Recall that if PE Spec(A) and e E N, then the ideal PC’) := P’A.n A is 
called the eth symbolic power of P. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain and let PE Y(A). Zf eE N, 
then P@) = (P’),. In particular P@’. IS a v-invertible divisorial deal of A. 
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Proof By [S, Proposition (2.2)(c)] (P’), = n { (P’Ae)u; QED,(A)}. 
Since P is the unique maximal divisorial deal containing P’, if Q # P 
then P’A, = A,. If P= Q, then A, = A, is a DVR (Proposition (1.2)(b)), 
hence (P’A,), = P’A,. Therefore, since A= n (A,; PED,(A)} [S, 
Proposition (2.2)(b)], we have (p),. = PCA. n A = P@). i 
(1.6) Remark. If A is a Mori domain and if QE,!~(A), it may be 
(Q’)” # Q(‘), for some positive integer ,as the following example shows. 
Let A := F + (X, Y) F[ [X, Y] 1, where F is a field and F’ is a proper 
subfield ofF. A is the pull-back ofF in the Krull domain F[ [X, Y]], thus 
it is a quasilocal Mori domain with maximal ideal M := (X, Y) F[ [X, Y]] 
[3, Theorem 3.21. Moreover A4 is divisorial and ht(M) = 2, hence by 
Corollary (1.4), A4is strongly divisorial. The divisorial deals of A are: the 
principal ideals of A, the ideals of type xM (with 0 #x E K) and the 
divisorial deals of the overring F[ [X, Y]] [3, Proposition 2.61. Thus if 
e b 2, M’ is not a divisorial deal of A. 
Since A = A,, we have M’ = M’A M n A = M”’ and hence (M’), # M”‘. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain and let I# A be a fractional 
ideal of A such that IA, = A, for each Q E 9(A). Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent : 
(a) 1~ D(A); 
(b) 1~ T(A); 
(c) Z=(pr’ .. . pnn)u, for suitable PiE #(A) and 0 # ei E iz, i= l,..., n  
Proof: (a)=+(c) By hypothesis and by [S, Proposition (2.2)(a)] we
have IA, # A, for only a finite number P, ,..., P, of v-invertible maximal 
divisorial ideals of A. Thus, setting A.,= Ai, we have I= 
f) {IA,; i= l,..., n} n {A,; P # Pi, PE D,(A)} [S, Proposition (2.2)(c)]. 
Since Ai is a DVR for each i (Proposition (1.2)(b)), then IA;= (PiAip for 
suitable ejE Z. Consider the fractional ideal J:= P;’ ‘.. P:. For each PE 
D,(A), it is JAp=(P,Ap)‘l... (PnAp)+. In fact, for the case ei < 0, note 
that in a Mori domain (A:Z) A, = (A, :ZA,) for each fractional ideal Z
and each prime ideal P [ 13, Proof of Theorem 23. So JA, = (PiAi)& and 
JA,= A, if P # Pi, i= l,..., n  Then again by [S, Proposition (2.2)(c)], 
J = n {(JA.),; P E D,(A)} = n ((PiAi)ei; i = l,..., n} n {A,; P # Pi, 
PED,(A)} =I. 
(c) * (b) is immediate because in the monoid D(A) a product of inver- 
tible elements is invertible. 
(b) * (a) is trivial. 1 
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If the ideal Zin Proposition (1.7) is an integral divisorial deal of A, we 
can say something more. 
(1.8). COROLLARY. Let A be a Mori domain, let Z be an integral 
divisorial deal of A and let P, ,..., P, ED,,,(A) be the maximal divisorial 
ideals of A containing I. If P, ,..., P,EY(A), then Z= P’,‘l)n . . .n P(p.1 for 
suitable eiEN, i = l,..., n  
Moreover Z= P(lel’ n ... n Pp) is the unique primary decomposition of I. 
Proof By Proposition (1.2)(b) we have that Ai := A,, is a DVR for 
i = l,..., n and, by Proposition (1.7), Z= (P;’ .. Pz)O, where, for each i, ei is 
the integer such that IA, = (PiA;)“. Thus if Z is an integral ideal, e;> 0 for 
i= l,..., n  Moreover by [S, Proposition (2 2)(c)] we have Z= f-j {(PiA,)“; 
i = l,..., n>n {A,; P# Pi, PE D,(A)). Since A = n {A,; PE D,(A)} 
[S, Proposition (2.2)(b)], we have Z= n {(PiA,)“; i= l,..., n} n A = 
n ((PiAi)eln A;i= l,..., n} = Ppl)n... n Pfi). 
Finally note that (P,)‘, isa Pi-primary ideal. Moreover, since for i # j, 
Pi d Pi, the decomposition isreduced and since ht(P,) = 1 for i = l,..., n, 
each component is isolated. Hence the decomposition isunique (cf. for 
example [2, Theorem 4. lo]). 1 
Since for a Krull domain A it is D,(A) = 9(A), as a particular c se of 
Corollary (1.8) we obtain the well-known unique decomposition fan 
integral divisorial deal of a Krull domain. 
The next proposition gives a characterization of the v-invertible 
divisorial deals of a Mori domain. 
Recall that if C is a multiplicative family of integal ideals of A, then the 
overring ofA, A x := U {(A:H); HEC} is called a generalized quotient ring 
of A with respect to C [ 11, Sect. 43. If Z is a fractional ideal of A, then 
I, := IJ {(Z:H); HEC} is a fractional ideal of A, and ZA,c Zz. 
(1.9) LEMMA. Let A be a Mori domain and let A, be a generalized 
quotient ring of A. Zf Z, H are fractional ideals of A and if (A :I) = (H:Z), 
then (A,:Z,) = (H,:Z,). 
Proof We know that (H:Z), c (H,:Zz) and that, if J is a finitely 
generated ideal of A, (A:.Z),= (A,:J,) [14, Sect. 3, Lemma 1, (3) and 
(4)]. Since A is a Mori domain, there xists a finitely generated i eal .Zc Z 
such that J, = Z, [ 13, Corollary 11. Thus (A,:Z,) c (A,:J,) = (A:J), =
(A:Z),= (H:Z),c (H,:Z,). 
The opposite inclusion istrivial, hence (A, :I,) = (Hz :I,). 1 
(1.10) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain and Z a divisorial deal of 
A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(a) I is u-inuertihle; 
(b) (A :I) # (P:Z), for each PE D,(A); 
(c) (A:Z)#(Q:Z),for each QE~‘(A); 
(d) Z(Q:Q)#Z,for each QEY(A). 
ProoJ (a)-(b) If PeD,(A)is such that (A:Z)=(P:Z), thenZ(A:Z)= 
Z(P:Z) c P and Z is not u-invertible. Conversely, let xp E (A :Z)\(P:Z), for 
each PE D,(A). If .Z is the ideal generated bythe set {xp; PE D,(A)}, then 
Nc A and ZJ ek P, for each P E D,(A). Therefore (ZJ), = A and Z is o-in- 
vertible. 
(b)o (c) Since D,(A) =9(A) 111 Y(A), it is enough to show that 
(A :I) # (P: I) for each P E f(A). This is true for each divisorial deal of A. 
Let B := n {A,; PE~(A)}=A= where C= {integral ideals H of A; 
H & P for each PEY(A)) [ll, Proposition 4.31. B is a Krull domain [S, 
Theorem (3.3)(a)] and so D(B) = T(B). Suppose that for some P E 9(A), 
(A:Z)=(P:Z), then by Lemma(1.9) (B:Z,)=(P,:Z,). Since P,ED,(B) 
[5, Proposition (3.1)] and Zz is u-invertible, thisis a contradiction with 
(a)--(b). 
(c)o(d) If Q E Y(A), then by definition (Q:Q) = (A:Q) and we 
have (A:Z(Q:Q))=((A:(Q:Q)):Z)=((A:(A:Q)):Z)=(Q:Z). Therefore, if
Z=Z(Q:Q), then (A:Z)=(Q:Z). Conversely, if (A:Z)=(Q:Z), then (A:Z)= 
(A:Z(Q:Q)), hence ZcZ(Q:Q)c(A:(A:Z(Q:Q)))=A:(A:Z))=Z and 
Z(Q:Q)=Z. 1 
(1.11) Remark. Note that (d) of Proposition (1.10) says that, for each 
Q E Y(A), the divisorial ideal Z of A is not an ideal of the overring 
(Q:Q)=(A:Q) ofA. 
Consider, for example, a Mori domain A which fits in the following 
Cartesian diagram: 
A=n-‘(I’“)& F 
1 1 
C x F, 
where (C, M) is a quasilocal Krull domain, F= C/M and F is a proper 
subfield of F [3, Proposition 3.41. Since Y(A)= {M}, and (A:M) = 
(M:M) = C, if Zis a divisorial deal of A, then, by the equivalence (a) o (d) 
of Proposition (l.lO), Z is u-invertible if and only if ZC # I. Since if Z is a 
nonprincipal divisorial deal of A, then ZC = Z [3, Proposition 2.41, we 
have that each u-invertible divisorial deal of A is principal. 
In the next section we shall give a larger class of Mori domains where 
each o-invertible divisorial deal is principal (Corollary (2.12)). 
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2. THE CLASS GROUP OF A MORI DOMAIN 
As in [6,7] we define the class group of an integral domain A as 
C(A) := T(A)/P(A), where P(A) is the subgroup of T(A) of principal 
ideals. 
We begin by studying T(A) and C(A) for a Mori domain A in relation 
with the “canonical decomposition” of A given, with notation and ter- 
minology of Section 1, in the following Theorem: 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let A be a Mori domain. Then 
(a) B := n (A,; PEG} is a Krull domain; 
(b) A’ := n (A,; QE Y(A)} is a strongly Mori domain; 
(c) A=BnA’. 
Proof: [S, Theorem (3.3)]. 1
(2.2) EXAMPLE. Consider the Mori domain A = F’ + XF[X], where F is 
a field and F’ is a proper subfield ofF. In this case Y(A) = { fF[X] n A; 
feF[X], f irreducible, f#O) and Y(A)={XF[X]) [S, Exam- 
ple (4.6)(a)]. SetP,:=XF[X]. Since (A:PO)=(P,:P,)= F[X], by [8, 
Theorem (1.4)(c)], we have that for each PE.Y(A), A,= FIXIPFCX,. 
Hence, if A = Bn A’ is the canonical decomposition fA, it results B=
n {Ap; PE.Y(A)} =n {FIX](f,;fEFIX],firreducible,f#O} and, asan 
easy calculation shows, A’ = A, = F + XF[X],x,. 
Using some results of[14], we get easily the following: 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain, SC Spec(A) and R= 
n {A,; PES}, then 
(a) R=A,, where 2 = {integral ideals H of A; H & P for each 
P&s}; 
(b) There exists a surjective, inclusion-preserving homomorphism of 
monoids j: D(A) + D(R), where for each IED( j(Z) = (ZR),=Z,= 
f-l (IA,; f-s}; 
(c) Zf Z’ED(R) is an integral ideal, then (Z’nA)gD(A) and 
j(Z’nA)=Z’; 
(d) Z~ZED(A), then (ZR),=R ifandonly ifZA,=A,for each PES; 
(e) If Z, JE D(A) and J is v-invertible, then j(Z) = j( J) if and only if 
IA,= JA, for each PES. 
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Proof: (a) See [ 11, Proposition 4.31. 
(b) Since R is a generalized quotient ring of A, by [ 14, Section 3, 
Theorem l] the map j: D(A) + D(R) defined by j(Z) = (ZR), = Z, is a sur- 
jective, inclusion-preserving homomorphism of monoids. It is easy to check 
that IL= n {IA,; PES}. 
(c) See [14, Sect. 3, Proof of Theorem 11. 
(d) Let IED( If ZA,=A,, for each PES, then (ZR),=n {ZA,,; 
zw)=n {A,; PES}=R.C onversely, suppose IA p # A p for some P E S. 
If Z d R, then Zc (ZR), d R; thus we can suppose Zc R, i.e., Z c A, for 
each PES. Hence ZA,cA,, for each PE S, and IA, c PA,, for some 
PE S. Therefore, for some PE S, (ZR), c PA, and so 1 4 (ZR), and 
(ZR),. # R. 
(e) Suppose j(Z) = j(Z). By (b) j is an homomorphism, so we 
have j(Z*(A:J))=j(J*(A:J))=R and, by (d), (Z*(A:J))A.= 
(Z(A :.Z)), A, = A p for each P E S. Since A is a Mori domain, then, for each 
ideal H of A and each prime P, we have (A : H) A, = (A,: HA,) [ 13, Proof 
of Theorem 21, hence A,= (Z(A:J)).A.= (Z(A:J) Ap),= (ZA.(A.:.ZA.)), 
for each P E S. So (A,: IA,) = (A,:.ZA,) and since Zand J are divisorial, 
IA, = JA, for each P E S. The converse is immediate. 1
We want to study the homomorphism of Proposition (2.3) when R is 
one of the rings entering into the canonical decomposition fa Mori 
domain A. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain, A = B n A’ its canonical 
decomposition, and let GI: D(A) -+ D(A’) be the homomorphism of monoids 
defined bycc(Z) = (IA’),. Then 
(a ) for each Z E D(A), Z is v-invertible f and only zf CI( I) is v-invertible; 
(b) 4 n/t): T(A) + T(A’) is a surjective homomorphism of groups; 
(c ) CI induces a surjective homomorphism of groups u’: C(A) -+ C( A’). 
Proof. (a) If ZE D(A) is u-invertible, then a(Z) is v-invertible because c( 
is a homomorphism. Conversely, ifZE D(A) is not u-invertible, th n, by 
Proposition (l.lO), (A:Z) = (Q:Z) for some QEY(A). Since A’= A,, with 
.E’= {integral ideals H of A; H uk Q for each QE Y(A)}, we have 
U(Z) = I,.. Then, using Lemma (1.9), we get (A’:a(Z)) = (cr(Q):cr(Z)). Hence, 
by Proposition (1.10) again, a(Z) is not v-invertible, in fact U(Q) E D,(A’) 
[S, Proposition (3.1)]. 
(b) follows easily from (a). 
(c ) follows from (b), observing that for each x E K, x # 0, 
a(xA) = xA’ is a principal ideal of A’. 1 
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(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain, A = B n A’ its canonical 
decomposition andlet fl: D(A) --f D(B) be the homomorphism of monoids 
defined byp(Z) = (ZB),. Then: 
(a) fl induces a one-to-one inclusion preserving correspondence between 
the set of the divisorial ideals Z of A such that IA, = A,, for each Q E Y(A), 
and D(B); 
tb) Pi r(A): T(A) + T(B) is a surjective homomorphism of groups; 
(c) There xists a homomorphism of groups p: D(B) + T(A) such that 
B 0 P = idDcB,. 
(d) /? induces a surjective homomorphism of groups /I’: C(A) + C(B). 
Proof: Since B is a Krull domain, D(B) = T(B) is a free group 
generated byD,(B) = Y(B), hence if JE D(B) then J = (Q;l. . Q:)c., where 
Qi E D,(B) and 0 # ei E Z. 
(a) If Z is any divisorial deal of A such that IA, = A, for each 
QEY(A), then Z= (Pfl...P;),, where PieY(A) and O#e,E Z 
(Proposition (1.7)). Since p is a homomorphism and it induces a one-to- 
one correspondence between Y(A) and D,(B) [S, Proposition (3.1)], then 
(a) follows easily. 
(b) follows from (a), recalling that a divisorial deal Zof A such that 
IA, = A,, for each QEY(A), is in T(A) (Proposition (1.7)). 
(c) Define p: D(B) + D(A) setting, for each generator Q E D,(B) of 
the free group D(B), p(Q)=QnA. Since &(Q))=/?(Qn A)=Q 
(Proposition (2.3)(c)), it isclear that B0 p = id,,,,. Moreover since p(Q) E 
j(A) [S, Proof of Proposition (3.1)], we have p(D(B)) c T(A). 
(d) follows from (b), noting that for each x E K, x # 0, p(xA) = xB is 
a principal ideal of B. 1 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let A be a Mori domain and A = B r, A’ its canonical 
decomposition. Then T(A) z D(B) 0 T(A’) z z.F(a) 0 T( A’). 
Proof: Consider the sequence of H-modules: 
0 - D(B) --% T(A) h T(A’) - 0, 
where p and c1= LX T(Aj are the homomorphisms defined inProposition (2.5) 
and (2.4), respectively. Since p(D(B))= {(&I... Pz)“; P,E~(A) and 
O#e,Eh} and Kercc={ZET(A); ZA,=A, for each QEY(A)} 
(Proposition (2.3)(d)), then by Proposition (1.7) Ker CI c p(D(B)). Conver- 
sely, if P E Y(A), then P E Ker IX. Hence p(D( B)) c Ker CL Therefore the 
sequence is exact and, since /I 0p = id,,,, (Proposition (2.5)(c)), it splits. 
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Since B is a Krull domain (Theorem (2.1)(a)), thesecond equality 
follows from the one-to-one correspondence between Y(A) and D,(B) 
induced by fl [S, Proposition (3.1)]. i
(2.7) Remarks. ( 1) From Theorem (2.6) we have that if ZE T(A) 
and (T: T(A’) -+ T(A) is the canonical injection, then Z=p(P(Z))*a(cc(Z)). 
Observe that p(/?(Z))=P(Z)nA’ and a(a(Z))=a(Z)n B, so that I= 
(B(z) n A’)* (41) n W 
To see this, note that p(p(fi(Z))) =/I(Z), then by Proposition (2.3)(e), we 
have p(p(Z)) A,= IA, for each P E Y(A). Moreover, since p@(Z)) EKer x, 
we have &?(I)) A, = A, for each Q E Y(A). From [ 5, Proposi- 
tion (2.2)(c)] we know that if IED( then I= n (IA,; PED,(A)}, thus 
P(P(~= n bw~~~ Pi -m)bwBmM,~ QEYbw=n V‘G 
Pd(A)} n {A,; Q E Y(A)} = p(Z) n A’ (Proposition (2.3)(b)). In the 
same way we get a(a(Z)) = a(Z) n B. 
If Z E T(A) is an integral ideal of A, then in the expression I=
dB(Z))*440), we can replace “*” with “ n .” In fact, by [S, 
Proposition (2.2)(c)] and Proposition (2.3)(b)), we have I= /3(Z) n a(Z). 
Thus if ZE T(A) is integral, since A=BnA’, it results Z=ZnA= 
(B(4 n A’) n (4z) n B) = PW)) n 4W)). 
Finally observe that since p@(Z)) = (P;‘. . Pz)“, where Pi E Y(A) and 
0 # e,E Z, i= l,..., ilwe can write Z= (P;l... P?),*(a(Z) n B) and, if Z 
is an integral divisorial ideal of A, Z = Plel) n . . . n Pp) n (a(Z) n B) 
(Corollary (1.8)). 
(2) Let A be a Mori domain and A = B n A’ its canonical decom- 
position. Consider the exact sequence in the Proof of Theorem (2.6): 
0 - D(B) --% T(A) ---% ?“(A’) - 0. 
Since cr(xA) = xA’, for each x E K, if a(Z) E P(A’) then, for some x E K, it 
is Z*x-‘A l Ker c(. Hence, if a‘: C(A) --f C(A’) is the homomorphism 
defined by cr’(Z*P(A))=ct(Z)*P(A’) (Proposition (2.4)(c)), it is Kercr’= 
(Ker a*P(A))/P(A) z Ker cr/(Ker an P(A)). Also, if we define H(B) := 
{JEWB); P(J)EP(A)}, since D(B) z Ker ~1, we have H(B) x Ker tl n P(A). 
So that Ker N’ z D(B)/H(B) and we get an exact sequence 
0 - D(B)/H(B) z C(A) A C(A’) - 0, 
where p’(Z*H(B))=p(Z)*P(A). 
In a similar way if 0: T(A’) -+ T(A) is the canonical injection a d 
H(A’) := {JED(A’); G(J) EP(A)} we have an exact sequence: 
0- T(A’)/H(A’) 2 C(A) --& C(B) - 0, 
where o’(Z*H(A’))=a(Z)*P(A). 
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Since we cannot give a description of H(B) and H(A’), we do not know 
if the two previous exact sequences split. Nevertheless we can say that: 
(a) If C(B) = 0, then C(A) z T(A’)/H(A’), 
(b) If C(A’)=O, then C(A)=D(B)/H(B). 
As an application of (b) consider the following: 
(2.8) EXAMPLE. Consider the Mori domain A = IR +X@[X]. The 
overrings ofthe canonical decomposition fA are B = fl {@[Xl (Xp uJ ;
0 # UE C} and A’= Iw + XCIXlcX, (Example (2.2)). We claim that 
C(A) = 0. Since C(A’) = 0 (Remark ( 1.11)) it is enough to prove that 
H(B) = D(B). It is not difficult to show that, for each P E D,(B), p(P) = 
PnA is a principal ideal ofA. In fact PnA=(Pnc[CX])nA= 
(X-a)@[X]nA for some O#~E@. Then PnA=(a-‘X-l)C[X]n 
([W+X@[X])=(a-‘X-1) (R+X@[X])=(aplX-l)A. Since D(B) is a 
free group generated by D,(B) and p is a homomorphism, for each 
IE D(B), we have p(Z) EP(A) and hence D(B) = H(B). 
Cases (a) and (b) of Remark (2.7)(2) are similar but deeply different. In 
fact since B is a Krull domain, we know that C(B) = 0 if and only if B is a 
factorial domain, while the problem of characterizing (strongly) Mori 
domains in which every u-invertible divisorial deal is principal is open. 
The next theorem gives a partial result inthis direction. 
(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Mori domain. Zf D,(A) is a finite set, 
then D,,,(A) isexactly the set of maximal ideals ofA. 
Proof Let D,(A) = {P, ,..., P,}and let M be a maximal ideal of A. If 
A4 # Pi for each i, then M & lJ { P,; i = l,..., n} [2, Proposition 1.1 l(i)]. Let 
XE M\U{ Pi}; the ideal (x) is a proper integral ideal of A. Then, by the 
ascending chain condition the divisorial deals of A, (x) is contained at
least in a maximal divisorial deal P, of A. This is a contradiction si ce 
x 4 Pi for each i. 1 
Mori domains with a finite number of maximal ideals and an infinite 
number of divisorial m ximal ideals do exist. Infact, let A be a quasilocal 
Mori domain whose maximal ideal is not a divisorial deal. Applying the 
argument in the Proof of Proposition (2.9), itis easy to see that D,(A) 
cannot be finite. As an example of this situation we can consider a
quasilocal Krull domain A such that dim(A) 3 2. 
(2.10) THEOREM. Let A be a Mori domain and D,(A) = {P, ,..., Pn}. Zf 
ZE D(A), then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(a) 1~ T(A ); 
(b) I is invertible; 
(c ) I is principal. 
Proof. (a) = (b) If ZE T(A), then IA, is principal for each PE D,(A) 
[ 5, Proposition (2.4)] and so it is locally principal (Proposition (2.9)). 
Since A is a Mori domain, Iis u-finite [ 13, Corollary 11. Then the result 
follows from [ 1, Theorem 2.11. 
(b) 3 (c) follows from [ 12, Theorem 601 since A has a finite number of 
maximal ideals by Proposition (2.9). 
(c)*(a) is trivial. 1 
(2.11) Remark. In Theorem 2.5, the equivalence (a) o (b) holds more 
generally for a Mori domain in which every maximal ideal is divisorial. 
This is the case for example of Mori domains of dimension 1, in fact in a 
Mori domain a height 1prime is divisorial [13, Proposition 11. 
(2.12) COROLLARY. Let A he a Mori domain and let A = Bn A’ its 
canonical decomposition. Then: 
(a) ZfD,(A) isfinite, then C(A) = 0, 
(b) IfY(A) isfinite, then C(A’)=O. 
Proof (a) follows directly from Theorem (2.10). For (b) it is enough to 
observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Y(A) and 
D,(A’) [S, Proposition (3.1)]. 1
As a particular c se of Proposition (2.9) and Corollary (2.12), we obtain 
the well-known result that a Krull domain with a finite number of height 1
primes is a semilocal Dedekind omain and so it is principal. 
(2.13) EXAMPLE. To give an explicit example of a Mori non-Krull 
domain A with Y(A) or D,(A) finite, consider the following construction 
[S, Construction (4.1)]. 
Let C be a Krull domain, then C= n{ V,: ie A}, where for each i, V, is a 
DVR with maximal ideal Mj. Choose a finite subset A’ c n and for each 
je A’, let Aj be the domain which arises from the following Cartesian 
square: 
Aj= 7cyyF;) - F; 
1 1 
Vi A lfj/M, = F- I’ 
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where rrj is the canonical surjection andq is a proper subfield ofFj. Con- 
sider the domain A = n{ Vi; ie A\,4’} n {A,; Jo A’}. Since the quotient 
field of A coincides with the quotient field of C, by [S, Theorem (4.3)] A is 
a Mori non-Krull domain which has at most iA’1 strong maximal divisorial 
ideals. If, moreover, C is a semilocal Dedekind omain, A has at most IAl 
maximal divisorial deals. 
For example, if A = F[X, Y] ( yj n (F + XF[X, Y] cxj), where F is a field, 
A is a Mori non-Krull domain with two maximal divisorial deals [5, 
Example (4.6)(c)]. 
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